5 Powerful Secrets that Heal the R.O.O.T.S.
of Migraine, to Stop it from Recurring

MIGRANE
A Guide To Transformative Healing
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DISCLAIMER
Educational Purposes Only.

The content in this document has been written for
educational purposes only. To be used as reference
and guidance.
The information is not intended to substitute any
professional medical advice, diagnosis or treatment.
The author and publisher shall have neither liability
nor responsibility to any person or entity with respect
to any loss or damage caused or alleged to be caused
directly or indirectly by this document.
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MISCONCEPTION ABOUT MIGRAINE
The Truth Is, Migraine is just a Symptom,
AND Symptoms Aren’t The Real Enemy!

We have been told to:
"Live with it" or
“There’s no cure" or
“Get over it" or
"Just cope with it."

THAT IS SO
WRONG !

The Truth Is Symptoms Aren’t The Real Enemy!
Yet there are too many misconceptions that having symptoms
means we are sick. By believing in that, we rush to get rid of
them; the sooner the better, don't we?
In this eBook, I will reveal something totally opposite that will
change the way you perceive and deal with symptoms.
Instead of wasting time, money and energy to merely
alleviating symptoms.
It is important to identify the real enemy - that is the "rootcause" that created them.
Healing the roots will minimise frequency and intensity of
symptoms from re-occurring. Preventing it from becoming
chronic and cause disruptions in your life.
Leading to reduction in reliance on medication or
symptomatic relieve.
Discover the 5 powerful secrets to address the R.O.O.T.S. of
any problems. So you can stop them from recurring and
support your body to truly heal completely!
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MISCONCEPTION ABOUT HEALING
Approximately 330 billion cells are produced to replace worn out, damaged or
destroyed cells daily, helping our body to heal themselves.

Healing is often been
associated as a process
that can be achieved
through therapeutic
intervention or
application of
substances or natural
resources.

This has been a huge misconception, and here's
the Truth!
Healing is done by the body, simply because it is designed and
equip to so. It has an incredible ability to heal itself, with
minimal interference from outside sources or help.
Our body produces 30,000 to 40,000 cells every minute, to
replace those that have been worn out, damaged or destroyed.
When we injure ourselves or fall sick, our bodies instinctively
know what exactly it needs to do to repair damages to our cells
and tissues, including cuts, bruises, burns, mental-emotional
shocks.
This self-repair mechanism plays a vital part in helping us
recover from injuries, overcome trauma learn from mistakes
and mature as an individual.
As such minimal intervention is critical in order for this selfrepair mechanism to be effective.
What is needed is time ~ quality sleep to replenish; innersilence to reflect, integrate and eliminate. Unfortunately, we
often forget to allocate sufficient time for this. For healing to
take its full course
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MIGRAINES
Symptoms, Cause And Triggers

Directions
The very minute symptoms (be it pain, swelling or
restrictive movement) reduces, we quickly bounce back on
our feet and jump back on the wagon of hectic demands of
life.
Unfortunately, majority of people don't take it seriously in
managing symptoms at the beginning stages. We
conveniently resort to "help" of fire-fighting fixes
prematurely or turning to therapy with the intend to ease
discomfort and eliminate pain immediately.

Ingredients
Premature fire-fighting type
of "help" to eliminate
symptoms immediately, is
extremely harmful and
potentially damaging in long
run.

The situation worsens when symptoms continue to recur
frequently.
By then, we have become accustomed to dealing with the
effects of stress, instead of making time for the self-healing
mechanism to run its course.
Eventually the body forgets that it is capable to restores
balance and we regretably became disconnected and became
strangers with ourselves.
This is where chronic illness begin to brew in silence which
will take a toll on both the individual and their family in the
long run. Which is extremely harmful and potentially
damaging for our mental, emotional and spiritual wellbeing
in the long run.
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INTEGRATING
HEALING with THERAPY

Healing vs Therapy
There is a lot of confusion surrounding the
terms “healing” and “therapy.”
These two concepts may seem similar, and many
have used these words interchangeably as if the
two are one and the same.
However in reality, there is a great deal of
difference with clear distinction between them.
Healing refers to that natural process that the
body performs (by itself), to restore balance
after repairing the damages done to the body.
This could include anything from fixing broken
bones to resolving a chronic illness and
inherited diseases.

Integrate Nurture
with Nature
Therapy refers to the use of techniques and
treatment modality to support the healing
process.
There are various types of therapy. Some are
designed to provide comfort through immediate
relief of surface symptoms.
Others deals with underlying emotions and
mental illnesses may take longer to work, but
they can provide medium-term relief.
Integrative approach type of therapy includes
mental-emotional-spiritual aspects, takes longer
because it heals deeper and more thorough. But
it's definitely more comprehensive and effective
in the long run.
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THE
UNTOLD
STORY
Raw Emotional Wounds

Directions
Healing begins at the physical levels. This
includes anything from fixing broken bones to
resolving chronic or hereditary diseases.

Time is not normally
allocated for the self-healing
mechanism to fully complete
the processing.

The body will then store
memories and impact of the
emotional aftermath, as
unresolved, raw emotional
wounds.

Unfortunately, no extra time is normally
allocated for the self-healing mechanism to fully
complete the processing of mental-emotional
impact of the injury.
The body will then store memories and impact
of the emotional aftermath, as unresolved, raw
emotional wounds.
BodyTalk is one type of integrative-therapy that
is extremely effective in locating such wounds.
So body gets a chance to heal them from
continue to fester long after the original event
had occurred. Also and prevents them from
developing multiple symptoms and lead to other
health complications.
Before the wound is healed, the body relies on
temporary relief to ease discomfort of recurring
symptoms that can be frustrating and
exhausting.
While the subconscious mind will go to great
lengths to develop defensive mechanisms to
protect itself.
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RELEASE THE KNOT
Stop Chronic M igraine From Recurring

Here are 5 secrets that can stop symptoms from recurring. Starting
with understanding the R.O.O.T.S. and healing the emotional wounds

R
O
O
T
S

ECCURENCE AND RELAPSE

BSERVE TRIGGERS

BSTACLES

RANSITION

YNCHRONICITY: INNER TRINITY
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Secrets to Heal the R.O.O.T.S.
of Migraine to Prevent from Recurring

Secret #1
R ECCURENCE

AND

RELAPSE

Recurring symptoms or relapse of disease are indications that
emotional wounds haven't been fully resolved.
It may be time to pause and heal. Therapy modality like The BodyTalk
System not only enables the body and mind to safely reveal, but also
revisit those "unfinished-businesses” that has been stowed away deep
within the subconscious.
Besides the help of therapy to address the root of the problem, the
individual can tremendously reduce the chances of recurrence and
relapse, by including self-care routine to provide additional support
for a complete healing process.
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Secrets to Heal the R.O.O.T.S.
of Migraine to Prevent from Recurring

Secret #2
O BSERVE

TRIGGERS

Symptoms can occur physically as dull, acute, or chronic pain (a
persistent feeling of pain that lasts for weeks).
.
Emotional symptoms varies from mental disorders to emotional overreactions. Namely - panic attacks, easily agitated, unable to grief,
helplessness, depression, and sleeping disorders.
The triggers of recurring symptoms can be difficult to identify. But
with conscientious observation, we are able to see a connection with
their corresponding root-cause.
If you rush to treat the symptoms too quickly, it can hinder the healing
opportunity to understand what has malfunctioned.
And can prevent body from resolving the emotional wounds and a
chance to understand yourself better, and learn from it.
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Secrets to Heal the R.O.O.T.S.
of Migraine to Prevent from Recurring

Secret #3
O BSTACLES
There is no doubt that mental conditionings is one of the biggest
obstacle that slows down any healing and recovery progress.
They can be positive or negative. For example, Placebo effect is
BELIEVED to induce benefits; whereas Nocebo effect is BELIEVED to
cause harm.
To end recurring symptoms for good, one must first recognise the
repetitive patterns in life. People who tend to repeat destructive habits
and behaviours, often attract similar abusive and toxic relationships
through different circumstances.
Being stuck in the vicious cycle of victim mentality can worsen
symptoms and be passed down to future generations as hereditary
conditions when left unresolved.
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Secrets to Heal the R.O.O.T.S.
of Migraine to Prevent from Recurring

Secret #4
T RANSITION
There are many resources that can help to break the loop of
recurring symptoms and overcome fears of disease relapsing.
Transitioning from illness to wellness is possible and achievable.
Therapy, meditation, alphamind exercise and self-help techniques
practised consistently, helps rewire the subconscious conditionings
while strengthening your emotional boundaries.
It is important to listen to your body to find what suits you best.
Cortices Technique is a proven self-help technique that helps
synchronise brain hemispheres and improve blood circulation to
the brain. When applied as a self-care routine, it helps to restore
equilibrium and improve overall health.
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Secrets to Heal the R.O.O.T.S.
of Migraine to Prevent from Recurring

Secret #5
S YNCHRONICITY:

THE INNER TRINITY
It is important for our three brains to remain interconnected and
communicating with each other to keep us aligned at all levels.
The 3-Brains are (head) brain, heart, and gut (enteric brain).
When one of the Brain takes dominance over the others, internal
communication breaks down. Causing major conflict and disharmony
between our thoughts, emotions and actions.
Consequence of such disharmony has profound impact on mentalemotional wellness because the self-healing mechanism starts to
malfunction. Trauma remains unprocessed and body is unable to
eliminate toxins. Potentially translated into chronic recurring
symptoms, such as anxiety, migraine, eczema, poor decision making,
inability or think efficiently, and much more.
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CONCLUSION
Listen To Your Body, Before You Conveniently
Eliminates The Symptoms !

The human body communicates
24/7, from the moment of
conception.

Unfortunately most of us aren’t
aware, don’t make time, noe know
how to listen to that inner voice.

Through activities such as
breathing, heart beat, regulating
hormones (feelings & emotions),
digestion, elimination and much
more.

Ultimately, the internal
malfunction remains unfix and
eventually manifested into
symptoms - physically, mentally or
emotionally.

Exchanging messages internally to
maintain its balance and keep us
healthy.

Indicating something is wrong
internally.

When the lines of internal
communication breakdown, our
body will “inform” us, by sending
signals through thoughts, mood,
feelings, and intuition.

Eliminating symptoms, without
understanding what our body
attempts to tells us, is like keeping
the internal wounds raw and
unattended.

The inner cry for help will keep
recurring to remind us of the
lingering wounds that is waiting
to be healed.
Healing is a process that requires
time, patience, effort,
understanding, wisdom and
consistency.
Applying these 5-secrets of
R.O.O.T.S. allows the self-healing
mechanism to heal the wounds, so
there is no reason for symptom to
recur.
A journey worth taking if you
want to lead a healthy and
meaningful life.
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